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What motivates and frustrates
business travellers.
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Introduction.

Should I stay or should I go?
Are employees motivated or frustrated by travelling
for business? We questioned 941 travel managers in
24 countries worldwide on this issue for the second
part of the 2015 AirPlus International Travel
Management Study.

The key to traveller management
How employees feel about travel is much more
important than it might first appear. As has been
observed many times over the past couple of years,
travel management is increasingly evolving into
traveller management. The shift has been partly
caused by duty of care: businesses are feeling
stronger pressure to look after employees when they
travel. However, traveller management is also
acknowledged to be central to driving cost reduction.
Many of the biggest savings are achieved when
employees book and buy smarter: are they choosing
the best supplier at the best price? Should they be
travelling at all?

It has therefore become crucial to understand the
complex personal incentives and deterrents that
influence whether an employee decides to take a trip
or not. Companies want to make sure nothing
prevents their people hitting the road when the
business need is there; equally, they want to ensure
personnel do not invest company money and time in
a journey when the business need is not there.
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The helicopter view: UK travel managers
take a balanced perspective.

How do you believe your business travellers view their business trips?
In %*
As more of
a motivation

As more of
a frustration

29%
UK

31%

Western
Europe

41%

Global

Partly motivation and
partly frustration

7%
UK

4%

Western
Europe

5%

Global

57%
UK

54%

Western
Europe

44%

Global

* Differences to a total of 100 % are caused by respondents with no answers

Most UK-based travel managers (57 per cent)
believe that overall travellers are both motivated and
frustrated – far higher than the global average of 44
per cent. In contrast, only 29 per cent of UK travel
managers consider travel primarily a motivation,
against a global average of 41 per cent. Even fewer
(7 per cent) think travel is primarily a frustration,
although this figure is much closer to the global
average of 5 per cent.
Verifying the need to travel
The UK responses are similar to those for Western
Europe. Travel managers in more mature travel
markets generally take a more balanced view than
those in countries where business trips are still more
of a novelty and therefore perhaps more of a
motivation. Even so, the UK figure of 29 per cent
believing business travel motivates employees raises
a red flag. It is a warning that companies need to
ensure employees are taking trips for valid reasons
– not simply because they like travelling or for other
invalid reasons.

Many companies deal with the threat by operating
structured pre-trip approval, where bookings
are forwarded automaticallly to line managers for
authorisation before proceeding to ticketing. However,
the process can be handled less formally, such as by
writing into policy that employees should simply
discuss proposed trips with their line manager before
they go ahead and book.
Is travel tougher than travel managers realise?
When travel managers are quizzed more deeply
about the specific reasons their employees do
and don’t travel, their perspective starts to change.
Travel managers were asked whether seven specific
potential factors motivate travel and another eight
frustrate travel. On average, 61 per cent of UK
travel managers agree with each motivating factor
and 64 per cent with each frustrating factor.
The answers suggest some British travel managers
who instinctively label travel as motivational do not
appreciate the frustrations until they consider the
issue in more detail.
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Factors that motivate
or frustrate travellers.

What motivates a good trip
Travel managers who agree these factors are motivational for their travellers
In %*

Meeting colleagues
in person

Good journey
planning

98%
UK

90%

Western
Europe

88%

Global

Seeing new
cities/countries

95%
UK

91%

Western
Europe

87%

Global

Understanding
new cultures

57%
UK

64%

Western
Europe

70%

Global

* Differences to a total of 100% are caused
by respondents with no answers

British travellers love meeting their colleagues
Nearly all UK travel managers (98 per cent)
believe the opportunity to meet colleagues inspires
employees to travel. This is the joint-highest figure
(along with the US) for any country and considerably
higher than the Western European or global average.
Face-to-face collaboration clearly still counts for a
great deal in the UK, and is a reminder that travel
produces important long-term benefits, such as
relationship building between colleagues. In turn,
that can lead to innovation, productivity and team
cohesion – all important factors for a country like
the UK which has built much of its recent success
on business creativity.
British travellers depend on robust support
At 95 per cent, good journey planning is also
exceptionally important in the UK. If travellers know
a smooth process will support them both before and
during their trip, they will be more willing to take that

trip. The high figure emphasises the need to build
the right infrastructure around travellers. Examples
could include providing a strong travel management
company, efficient online booking and expense
management tools, a reliable payment method,
and access to emergency assistance when needed.
The very high positive response to this question also
hints at what might happen if UK companies do not
provide good travel planning. Today’s travellers have
many consumer online and mobile options to
organise their trips, which could tempt them away
from the official programme if they are not well
looked after. In turn, that could lead to inability to
control employees, incomplete data and less spend
to leverage with preferred suppliers.

57%
UK

62%

Western
Europe

69%

Global
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Spending the
weekend away

High level
of comfort

47%
UK

44%

Western
Europe

51%

Global

Travel is seen as
a status symbol

45%
UK

51%

Western
Europe

44%

Global

Been there, done that
Considerably fewer Brits are interested in seeing
new places or discovering new cultures on their
business travels than the global or even Western
European average.This may be because many British
business people are seasoned travellers who have
already seen most of the places they visit for work.
It is good news for the travel manager if employees
are not influenced to take unnecessary journeys as a
way to explore new destinations. However, that does
not mean the British are uninterested in so-called
“bleisure” (mixing business with pleasure): 47 per
cent of UK travel managers think travellers are
motivated by spending the weekend away during
business trips – much more in line with the regional
and global averages.

28%
UK

31%

Western
Europe

34%

Global

Status no
The very phrase “jet set” sounds outdated, and so is
the mindset behind it. A reassuringly low 28 per cent
of UK travel managers believe some travellers are
motivated by status – even lower than the averages
for Western Europe (31 per cent) or worldwide (34
per cent). Few business people will board an aircraft
in 2015 because they think it makes them look
glamorous, and Brits are particularly uninterested in
any prestige they believe it might bring them. The
detailed global figures show status is a much more
significant issue in regions like Eastern Europe and
Latin America.
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What motivates a good trip
Travel managers who agree these factors are motivational for their travellers
In %*
Waiting time

Short-notice
travel changes

91%

Time away from
friends/family

87%

UK

78%

UK

90%

87%

76%

72%

Unfamiliar
culture

66%

59%

Global

38%

UK

UK

60%

Western
Europe

70%

Global

Local
language
barriers

53%

UK

Western
Europe

Global

Lack of
comfort
on trips

60%

70%

Western
Europe

Global

Not enough
time at
destination

UK

73%

Western
Europe

Global

76%

UK

79%

Western
Europe

Long journey
times

23%

Western
Europe

Western
Europe

62%

29%

Global

Global

* Differences to a total of 100 % are caused by respondents with no answers

Don’t waste my time
Four of the eight frustration factors listed above
include the word “time” and all four of them score
higher with UK travel managers than the global
average, while three of the four score higher than
the Western European average as well. If there is
one thing which really riles British travellers, it seems,
it is when travel costs productive time, especially
when frittered away on waiting around.
Reluctant travellers?
The very high number of UK travel managers
(78 percent) who believe travellers dislike being
away from friends and family is good news for travel
budget holders. It suggests Brits are reluctant to take
a trip unless they consider it genuinely important
for the business.
Travellers need help
The even higher number who cite waiting time (91 per
cent) and especially short-notice travel changes (87
per cent) as frustrations underline the importance of
a sound travel management infrastructure. Travellers
need help to figure out the most efficient itineraries
and find alternatives when their plans are disrupted.

Brits aren’t fussy
Perceived lack of comfort is less of an issue in the
UK than elsewhere – another indication that British
travellers are less concerned about the trappings of
travel than those in other countries.
It’s all foreign to me ...
Perhaps because this is an island nation for which –
unless from Northern Ireland – all other countries
are literally overseas, UK travel managers (39 per
cent) worry more than most about their travellers
struggling with unfamiliar cultures. Far less of a
problem is local language barriers (only 24 per
cent), presumably because English is spoken almost
everywhere today – although, curiously, a much
higher 50 per cent of US travel managers cite this
factor as a frustration.

WINNER

WINNER

BEST CORPORATE
CARD PROVIDER

BEST CORPORATE CARD
PROVIDER

2012

24%
UK

25%

Western
Europe

33%

Global
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